
IFRS 15

How it affects your company



Quiz

IFRS 15 was issued in:

• 2013

• 2014

• 2015

• 2018



Quiz 

IFRS 15 Replaces the 
following interpretations 
except:

a. IFRIC 31

b. IFRIC 13

c. IFRIC 15

d. IFRIC 18



Quiz

Which transactions are scoped out of IFRS 
15

a. Amount earned from sale of electrical 
appliances

b. Amount earned from sale of farming 
produce

c. Amount earned from letting out 
building space

d. Amount earned from loans advanced 
- interest



Quiz

PI Transports consignment of furniture from Harare 
to Victoria fall where University X wants to open a 
new campus The distance is 1000km. On 31 
December a truck was in Bulawayo. The contract is 
worth $12 000. Bulawayo is 50% of the journey from 
Harare to V-Falls. It costs PI a cost of $5/km to 
transport the furniture. Year end for PI is 31 
December. How much revenue should be recognized 
at year end:

a. $12 000

b. $6 000

c. 0

d. $2 500



Quiz

• What is unusual about 
the following words: 
revive, banana, 
grammar, voodoo, 
assess, potato, dresser, 
uneven



Introduction

• IFRS 15 Contracts with Customers introduced a huge change and a very difficult 
challenge for almost every single company:

• So far based on interactions we have had, there are two types of reactions:

– People feel that this is A CHALLENGE and they are getting assistance on how 
IFRS 15 can possibly affect them; OR

– People even don’t realize this is a challenge and as a result, they do literally 
nothing in order to prepare themselves



IFRS 15 
Replaces

IAS 18 Revenue,

IAS 11 Construction Contracts

SIC 31 Revenue – Barter Transaction 
Involving Advertising Services

IFRIC 13 Customer Loyalty Programs

IFRIC 15 Agreements for the Construction of 
Real Estate and

IFRIC 18 Transfer of Assets from Customers

IFRS 15 Revenue from Contracts with Customers 8



IFRS 15 –
Residual 
Standard

IFRS 15 Revenue from contracts with customers 
Scope

9

IFRS 4 – Insurance 

IAS 39/IFRS 9 – Financial instruments

IAS 17 – Leases

All contracts 
with 

customers

Interest & 
dividends

Evaluate contracts 
under other 
applicable standard 
first



Residual 
Standard

TT ltd sold appliances worth 
$20000 to a customer. The 
customer will pay in monthly for 
24 months

H Ltd leases out a building to T 
tenant for a monthly costs 
$3000. This amount includes 
security and cleaning services 
which are don by H Ltd.



The five step model

•

11

Step 1: Identify the 
contract(s) with the 
customer

Step 2: Identify the 
separate performance 
obligations in the 
contract(s)

Step 3: Determine the 
transaction price

Step 4: Allocate the 
transaction price 

Step 5: Recognise revenue when (or as) a 
performance obligation is satisfied



What 
Industries 

will be 
affected the 

most

For some companies, the impact of the new 
rules for revenue recognition will be minimal 
and they will simply continue recognizing 
revenue just as before. No headaches.

However, some companies might face 
difficult challenges in order to apply the new 
rules. 

The biggest challenges will be mainly in the 
areas that are not very precisely arranged by 
IAS 18 and other related standards.



My top 4

Telecommunications – Performance 
obligations

Manufactures – Contract modifications

Property Development – (Revenue over 
time/at a point in time

Software Development and technology 
(Single or separate performance 
obligations



The biggest 
areas of Impact

• Over time Vs at a point in time

• How to measure progress for 
over time (previously stage of 
completion)

• Bundled offers

• Contract modifications

• Construct costs

• Financing components

• Disclosures



Telecoms – Performance Obligation

• Here is the deal Peter bought from one 
of the YYY Mobile Company

• SAMSUNG Galaxy Note 2 - $800

• 100 MB free for the next 24 months



Revenue 
under IAS 18

The entity should apply the recognition 
criteria to the separately identifiable 
components of a single transactions

IAS 18 does not provide guidance on 
how to identify and measure these 
components

Different practices were applied.



IFRS 15

1. Identify the contract 
with the customer –

straightforward

2. Identify all 
performance 
obligations from the 
contract:

• Obligation to deliver a 
handset

• Obligation to deliver 
network services over 2 
years

3,4. Determine and 
Allocate the 

transaction price $800 
to individual 
performance 
obligations

5. Recognize revenue 
as each PO is satisfied



Allocate the Transaction Price

Performance 
Obligation

Standalone 
selling Price

% of Total Revenue

Handset $750 86% 690

Network Services $5 (Assume $5 
for 100mb)*24 
=120

14% 110

870 100% 800



Other 
example of 

similar issues

Purchase of Motor vehicles 
with free maintenance for a 
period

School fees with 
books/uniform packages

Alarm system with Rapid 
response



Manufacturing 
Companies –

Key issues

Should you recognize revenue over time or at 
the point of time? 

If over time, how are you going to measure the 
progress towards completion?

How should you account for contract 
modifications, e.g. for delivering additional 
items of goods?

Do you provide post-delivery rebates? Volume 
discounts? Year-end bonuses to customers 
based on total volume ordered during the year? 



Manufacturing 
Companies – Key 

issues

• Should you split your contract into 
more performance obligations? This 
could be the case when you provide 
some warranty period for your 
products – should the warranty be 
accounted for separately? Are you 
providing any other services for your 
products?

• Do you incur certain costs for obtaining 
the contract, like bonuses to sales 
team? Maybe you should capitalize 
them, and not expense them 
immediately as before



Example: Manufacturers 
and contract 
modifications

Bill Furnitures, furniture manufacturer, enters 
into contract with Marondera University to 
deliver 3000 sets of desk and chair for total 
price of $600 000 ($200 per set).

Due to necessary preparation works, Marondera 
University agrees to deliver furniture in 3 
separate deliveries during the forthcoming 3 
months (1000 sets in each delivery). Marondera 
University takes control over the computers at 
delivery.

After the first delivery is made, Marondera 
University and Bill Furnitures amend the 
contract. Bill will supply 2000 additional 
sets (5000 in total).



Example: Manufacturers 
and contract 
modifications

How should Bill account for the revenue from this 
contract for the year ended 31 December 2017 if:
Scenario 1: The price for additional 2000 
computers was agreed at $388 000, being $194 
per set. Bill Furniture provided a volume discount 
of 3% for additional delivery which reflects the 
normal volume discounts provided in similar 
contracts with other customers.
Scenario 2: The price for additional 200 
computers was agreed at $280 000, being $140 
per computer. Bill Furnitures provided a discount 
of 30% for additional delivery because it hopes 
for the future cooperation with Marondera 
University (nothing even discussed yet).
As of 31 December – Bill delivered 4000 sets, 
3000 as initially agreed and 100 under the 
contract amendment



IAS 18 Rules

By definition of revenue in line with IAS 18, the revenue for the delivery is 
simply accounted at the time of delivery, in the fair value of consideration 
received for the computers – which is whatever amount under 2 above 
scenarios.

You are not required by IAS 18 to examine whether this additional delivery 
reflects stand-alone selling prices or not.

The revenue for the year ended 31 December:

Scenario 1: $600 000 (the first 3000 sets) + $194 000 (additional 1000 sets 
delivered) = $794 000 (for all 400 computers already delivered).

Scenario 2: $600 000 (the first 3000 ) + $140 000 (additional 1000 sets) = $740 
000 (for all 400 computers already delivered)



Revenue under IFRS 15

• Here, the additional contract represents typical 
contract modification, as the amount of computers 
changes and the total transaction price changes, too.

• IFRS 15 precisely specifies how to account for contract 
modifications, based on the terms of modification. 
There are 2 basic types of contract modification:





Scenario 1 – 3% discount agreed on additional 
delivery

The price for additional computers indeed reflects their stand-alone 
selling prices, because Bill Furnitures normally provides 3% volume 
discount.

Therefore, this contract modification is accounted for as a separate 
contract and revenue for the year 20X1 (400 computers delivered) is:

• $600 000 from the original contract for 300 computers;

• $194 000 from the contract modification for additional 100 computers 
delivered.

Total revenue in the year 20X1 is therefore CU 794 000 – exactly as under 
IAS 18.



Scenario 2: 30% discount agreed on additional 
delivery

Here, it’s clear that the price for additional computers does not 
reflect their stand-alone selling prices, because 30% discount is 
exceptional and tied to the overall contract with the Forward 
University.

It means that the second criterion is not met.

• As a result, the contract modification is NOT a separate 
contract, but it is bundled with the original contract.



Scenario 2

Contract modification was made after the first delivery, so Bill 
needs to recognize revenue for the first 100 computers in line 
with the original contract:

• 1000 sets x $200 per set = $200 000



Scenario 2

• Total transaction price to allocate after the contract 
modification is:

• $400 000, being the part of original consideration related to 
undelivered 2000 sets (3000 per contract less 1000 delivered; 
times 200 per unit);

• $280 000, being total consideration for additional 200 
computers;

• Total: $680 000



Scenario 2

We need to allocate $680 000 to 4000 sets in total, which means 
that Ball PC allocates 170 to one set (680 000/4000).

So what’s the total revenue recognized in year 1 during which 
4000 sets were delivered? Let’s calculate:

• Revenue for 1000 computers delivered before contract 
modification: $200 000 (200/set)

• Revenue for 3000 sets delivered after contract 
modification: $510 000 ($170/set);

• Total: $710 000.



Real Estate –
Construction Companies 
and property developers

• Property developers and construction 
companies are typical for their 
contracts with customers of a long-
term nature.

• The biggest challenge is to decide 
whether the company should recognize 
revenue over time (spread during 
individual years of construction) or at 
the point of time (one-time at the 
completion of a contract).

• IFRS 15 lists 3 situations when an 
entity needs to recognize revenue over 
time:





Example

• RE Construct, property developer, builds a residential complex consisting of 50 
apartments. Apartments have a similar size and proportions – however, they can be 
customized to clients’ needs.

• RE Construct enters into 2 contracts with 2 different clients (A and B). Both clients 
want to buy almost identical apartments and agree with total price of $100 000 per 
apartment. The payment schedule is as follows:

• Upon the signature of a contract, clients pay deposit of $10 000 each.

• Milestone: 1 year prior planned completion, RE Construct will deliver progress 
reports to clients and clients need to pay $50 000 each spread monthly.

• Completion: Upon the completion of the construction, the legal ownership to 
apartments is transferred to clients and they pay the remaining amount of $40 000 
each.



Further terms

• No other specific terms in the contract with client A.

• The contract with client B specifies that RE Construct cannot 
transfer or direct the apartment to another client and in 
return, the client B cannot terminate the contract.If the client 
B defaults on the contract before its completion (in other 
words, does not make payments in line with the schedule), RE 
Construct has the right for all contractual price if RE Construct 
decides to complete the contract.



Technology and 
Software 

development

Technology sector, especially companies 
involved in a development of software, 
selling software licenses and providing 
various related services is famous for 
the diversity of its operations and long-
term contracts.



Technology and 
Software 

development

The main challenges are therefore:

• Identification of the individual performance 
obligations(e.g. sale of license + customization + 
post-delivery support) and allocating transaction 
price to them

• Assessment of the progress towards meeting the 
contract

• Assessment of the licenses for the products sold 
by software vendors or developers.
IFRS 15 recognizes 2 types of licenses: license to 
use and license to access. The accounting 
treatment is different for both of them and you 
should be able to identify which license is in 
question.

• Other difficulties arise in areas common for every 
industry: dealing with contract modifications, 
how to account for contract costs (e.g. 
commissions for getting the client), etc.



Example

• ManyBits is a software company who entered into contract 
with a client C on 1 July 20X1. Under the contract, ManyBits is 
obliged to:

• Provide professional services consisting of implementation, 
customization and testing of software. Client C has bought 
software license from the third party.

• Provide post-implementation support for 1 after the 
customized software is delivered.

• Total contract price is $55 000.



Example

• ManyBits assessed its total cost for fulfilling the contract as follows:

• Cost of developers and consultants for implementing and testing the existing 
software: $43 000;

• Cost of consultants for post-delivery support: $2 000;

• Total estimated cost of fulfilling the contract: $45 000.

• As of 31 December 20X1, ManyBits incurred the following costs of fulfilling the 
contract:

• Cost of developers and consultants for development, implementation and testing 
the customized modules: $13 000.

• How should ManyBits recognize revenue from this contract under IAS 18 and IFRS 
15?



IAS 18

• ManyBits clearly provides professional services and the related revenue falls under 
the scope of IAS 18. IAS 18 requires recognizing revenue from similar services using 
the stage of completion including post-delivery services.

• It means that ManyBits treats software development and post-delivery services 
as one big service for the purpose of accounting the revenue.

• Let’s say that ManyBits calculates the stage of completion based on costs incurred 
for fulfilling the contract.

• At the end of 20X1, total incurred cost was $13 000, which is 29% of total estimated 
cost of $45 000.

• Therefore, under IAS 18, ManyBits’ revenue from this particular contract in the year 
20X1 is 29% (stage of completion) x $55 000 (total contract price) = $15 950.



IFRS 15

• IFRS 15 states very precise and detailed guidance on whether the goods 
or services promised under the contract are distinct and whether they 
can be considered separate performance obligations or not.

• Need to look at the separate components and allocate the transaction 
price of $55000 based on the relative standalone selling price

• Measure the progress towards the completion of the performance 
obligation separately

• Part of the work done only relates to the first part of the contract

• May result in no revenue recognised post delivery support



Other considerations
Further guidance

42

Warranties

Repurchase agreements

Right of return

Customer option to obtain 
additional goods or services

Agent vs Principal

Disclosure

Contract costsLicenses

Bill-and-Hold and 
Consignment arrangements

Transition



Questions?


